We report herein first principles simulations of water under shock loading and the chemical reactivity under these hot, compressed conditions. Using a recently developed simulation technique for shock compression, we observe that water achieves chemical equilibrium in less than 2 ps for all shock conditions studied. We make comparison to the experimental results for the Hugoniot pressure and density final states. Our simulations show that decomposition occurs through the reversible reaction H 2 O ↔ H + +OH − , in agreement with experiment. Near the approximate intersection of the Hugoniot and the Neptune isentrope, we observe high concentrations of charged species that contribute electronic states near the band gap.
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies on water under extreme conditions are particularly relevant to planetary interiors, where the high conductivities within the predominantly water layers of Neptune and Uranus could generate planetary magnetic fields at relatively shallow depths. 1 Despite being an area of intense research, the high pressure-temperature properties of water are still relatively unknown. Diamond anvil cell experiments have successfully accessed high pressure, low temperature states of water, 2, 3 as well as the lower pressure, high temperature melting line of compressed ices. [4] [5] [6] [7] Thermodynamic states that have been inaccessible with diamond anvil cells have traditionally been achieved through shock compression. Shock compression dynamically strains the sample in one spatial dimension while simultaneously heating the sample. 8 Shock induced melting [9] [10] [11] and freezing 12, 13 of H 2 O ices have been studied at relatively low pressures ͑approximately 5 GPa͒, and laser driven shock compression studies on liquid water have been conducted up to 790 GPa. 14 However, shock compression experiments can rely on equation of state models for temperatures, which have been shown to overestimate measured temperatures for water above 3000 K by approximately 17%. 15 In addition, the time to establish chemical equilibrium in shocked condensed matter is not well understood, with most studies to date occurring on organic 16 and/or explosive materials. 17, 18 Disagreement also exists between theoretical and experimental studies regarding the chemical mechanism for ionic transport in shock compressed water. Shock compression experiments on water have suggested that charge transport occurs through classical diffusion of H + ions, created through a unimolecular dissociation mechanism, H 2 O → OH − +H + . 19, 20 In contrast, it has been predicted in off-Hugoniot ͑not shocked͒ simulations 21 that proton hopping occurs between hydronium ions ͑H 3 O + ͒, produced through a bimolecular dissociation mechanism similar to ambient water, 2H 2 
Thus, experiments could benefit from accurate molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations along the shock Hugoniot for both equation of state data and elucidation of results.
Until recently, obtaining a clear theoretical picture of the chemistry behind shock fronts has been exceedingly difficult due to the extremely large system sizes required for such simulations. 22 Empirical potentials 17 and tight-binding simulations 16 have been used successfully to simulate the shock compression of several reactive systems. However, accurate modeling of the breaking and forming of chemical bonds in MD simulations frequently requires the use of quantum theories such as density functional theory ͑DFT͒, e.g., Ref. 23 . DFT has been shown to accurately reproduce the high pressure-temperature phase boundaries of water, 7, 24 as well as spectroscopic signatures of high pressure ices through different phase transitions. 25, 26 Regardless, DFT-MD simulations are limited to system sizes of tens to hundreds of particles due to the extreme computational cost. This precludes a direct one-to-one simulation of shock compression experiments. Indirect simulation of the shock Hugoniot through large numbers ͑e.g., Ͼ60͒ of small constant volume simulations 27 is computationally prohibitive for most systems and excludes any nonequilibrium kinetic effects or metastable states that occur during shock compression. 28 Thus, a computational capability to access both electronic states and information on chemical bonding while accurately capturing the manifold of thermodynamic states present in a shock is necessary to elucidate chemical processes at extreme pressures and temperatures.
To circumvent the above scaling issues we use the multiscale shock technique ͑MSST͒. 18, [28] [29] [30] [31] MSST is a simulation methodology based on the Navier-Stokes equations for compressible flow. Instead of simulating a shock wave within a large computational cell with many atoms, 22 the MSST computational cell follows a Lagrangian point through the shock wave as if the shock were passing over it. This is accomplished by time-evolving equations of motion for the atoms and volume of the computational of cell to constrain the stress in the propagation direction xx ϵ p to the Rayleigh line and the energy of the system to the Hugoniot energy condition. [29] [30] [31] In the case of a shock, conservation of mass, momentum, and energy across the shock front leads to the Hugoniot relation E − E 0 = 1 2 ͑P + P 0 ͒͑V 0 − V͒, where E is the energy, P is the negative of the diagonal component of the stress tensor in the direction of the shock, and V is the volume. A subscript 0 refers to the preshocked state, while quantities without subscripts refer to the postshocked state. The Rayleigh line P − P 0 = U 2 0 ͑1− 0 / ͒ ͑where U is the shock velocity and is the density͒ describes the thermodynamic path connecting the initial state of the system to its final ͑Hugoniot͒ state. For a given shock speed, these two relations describe a steady planar shock wave within continuum theory. By constraining the MD system to obey these relations, MSST enables simulation of the shock wave with significantly fewer atoms and consequently with significantly smaller computational cost. MSST has been shown to accurately reproduce the sequence of thermodynamic states throughout the reaction zone of shock compressed explosives with analytical equations of state. 31 Linear scaling of computational work with simulation duration has enabled simulation lengths of up to 0.2 ns of tight-binding ab initio MD simulations of shock compressed nitromethane. 18 In this work we report DFT-MD simulations of the shock Hugoniot of water, using MSST in conjunction with BornOppenheimer MD in the CPMD software package. 32 We show that our calculated Hugoniot densities, pressures, and temperatures compare well to experiment, providing excellent validation of DFT at these extreme conditions. We then analyze the chemical species and lifetimes present in water under these extreme conditions. Our computed ionic conductivities accurately reproduce the experimental high pressure plateau, which we determine is caused by a unimolecular decomposition mechanism. Finally, we find that the presence of short-lived negatively charged species contributes to band gap closure at the highest pressure investigated in our study.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We performed simulations of the following shock velocities ͑km/s͒: 5, 6.5, 7.5, 9, 10, and 11. Stronger shock velocities resulted in electronic excitation beyond the BornOppenheimer state, which was beyond the scope of the current study. For all simulations, a planewave cutoff of 120 Ry was used with the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr exchangecorrelation functional. 33, 34 Tests with the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof exchange-correlation functional 35 yielded consistent results over the pressure-temperature range of our calculations. An initial configuration of 64 H 2 O molecules was generated from an equilibrated CPMD simulation conducted at 300 K with computational-cell lattice vectors of a = 19.72 Å, b = 9.86 Å, and c = 9.86 Å. This corresponds to the ambient density of 1 g / cm 3 , similar to initial conditions of experiments. 20 Uniaxial compression of the shock wave occurred along the a lattice vector. Convergence tests with up to 128 molecules showed that a system size of 32 molecules provided sufficient convergence of the stress tensor for the shock compressed configurations. A fictitious box mass of 3.5ϫ 10 6 a.u. and a wave function convergence criteria of 10 −6 a.u. were used for all simulations. Simulations at 10 and 11 km/s had an additional force convergence criteria of 10 −7 a.u. All simulations were between 5 and 11 ps in length. The average drift from the Hugoniot energy condition was less than 0.5% for the highest shock velocity simulated. Molecular species were identified with a bond distance and lifetime criteria discussed below.
III. RESULTS
In general, a constant hot, dense thermodynamic state was achieved in our simulations within 1 ps or less. Following this compression, simulations were observed to rapidly transform to an ensemble of short-lived H 2 O molecules and various ions ͑H + , OH − , and O 2− ͒ ͑Fig. 1͒. H 3 O + ions were observed upon initial compression for some simulations, but decreased in concentration as the system equilibrated. At 6.5 km/s, chemical equilibrium was observed 2-3 ps after shock compression. At 9 km/s, the time to equilibration dropped to approximately 1 ps ͑Fig. 2͒. Atomic oxygen was observed to form approximately 500 fs after the first OH species at this shock velocity. At a shock velocity of 11 km/s, the system achieved chemical equilibrium in 250 fs after shock compression. The extremely short time scale is surprising given the measurement of much slower ͑nanoseconds͒ times to equilibration in shocked high explosives at roughly similar P, T conditions. Our results for the shock Hugoniot of water are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and Table I. Our simulations provide quantitative validation of the DFT-generalized gradient approximation equation of state over a wide range of pressures ͑ap-proximately 8-68 GPa͒. The error in the density is much lower than that at ambient conditions, 40 most likely because of the decreased importance of van der Waals interactions at extreme conditions. We find that our calculated temperatures agree well with experiment ͑Fig. 4͒. Comparison between calculated and experimental shock Hugoniot temperatures is difficult considering that experimental pyrometric measurements are known to have extremely large uncertainties 1 due to difficulties in measuring emissivities from samples. Simultaneously, MD simulations have been shown to underpredict experimental temperatures by up to 20%-30%, 27 partially due to the exclusion of nuclear quantum vibrational effects in standard MD simulations.
We now analyze the chemical species prevalent in water at these conditions. Previous calculations have used both instantaneous electronic and geometric bond definitions in their simulations. 21 In the electronic definition, maximally localized Wannier functions 41 were used to determine the number of O-H covalent bonds in which each oxygen atom participates, whereas in the geometric definition, each hydrogen is assigned to be bonded to the nearest oxygen atom. Both of these criteria do not take into account the transient nature of chemical bonds at high pressures and temperatures, and the geometric definition precludes observation of free H atoms. Similar to previous work, [42] [43] [44] in our simulations we define molecular species by first choosing an optimal bonding cutoff r c for all O-H bonds. The optimal value for r c to distinguish between bonded and nonbonded atomic sites is given by the first minimum in the O-H radial distribution function, which corresponds to the maximum of the potential 45 We have chosen a value of r c = 1.2 Å for all of our simulations. In addition, in order to avoid counting species that were entirely transient and not chemically bonded, 43 we also chose a lifetime cutoff of 20 fs ͑e.g., two oscillations of an O-H bond vibration͒. This criteria are intuitive since O-H bonds with this lifetime could conceivably be detected spectroscopically. As a result, atom pairs were considered to be bonded only if they resided within a distance of each other of r c for a time of greater than 20 fs. Using these bonding criteria, specific molecular species were then defined by recursively creating a data tree of all atomic bonds branching from the original bonded pair. The chemical reactivity, concentrations, and lifetimes of different species were then determined by monitoring the creation and dissociation of specific molecules during the course of the simulations.
The results for the species concentrations and lifetimes are shown in Fig. 5 We have calculated the ionic conductivity using the relation = ͑F 2 / RTV͒͐ 0 ϱ dt͗J͑0͒ · J͑t͒͘, 46 where F is Faraday's constant, R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature, and V is the cell volume. J͑t͒ = ͚ j q j v j ͑t͒ is the charge flux for all particles, where q j and v j are the charge and velocity of the jth particle, respectively. For each shock velocity we first calculated the average Mulliken charge 47,48 on all oxygens and hydrogens for 30 different MD snapshots spaced throughout the simulation. The small variation in charge ͑5%-15%͒ at each Hugoniot point allowed us to take q j ͑t͒ = ͗q j ͑t͒͘ ϵ q j , which reduced the number of computationally expensive wave function evaluations required. Use of this autocorrelation function circumvents previously discussed difficulty in differentiating between transient ions and free ions that contribute to conduction.
49,50 Figure 6 shows excellent agreement between our results and experiments, 38, 51 particularly at higher pressures. The conductivities calculated here along the shock Hugoniot are similar to those inferred on the basis of H + diffusion constants by Cavazzoni et al. along the planetary isentrope of Neptune. Our results also reproduce the experimentally measured plateau in conductivity, starting at approximately 30 GPa. We can conclude that this plateau over the conditions of our simulations is due to the transient nature of covalent bonds at these conditions, in which all species are more or less ionized. 20 As a result, no more ionic carriers can be produced, and the ionic conductivity occurs through classical diffusion of the protons. Calculations of the electronic component of the conductivity of high pressure-temperature water 53 indicate that there could be an onset of electronic conductivity at 67.8 GPa, the highest pressure investigated in our study. However, experimental studies show that in shock compressed water the electronic contribution to the conductivity is not significant until well above 180 GPa and 5000 K. 14 We have calculated the electronic band gap of shocked water for all of our simulations.
48 At 8.3 GPa ͑5 km/s͒ we calculate a gap of 4.7 eV, which shrinks to 2.1 eV at 67.8 GPa ͑11 km/s͒. The reduction in the band gap as a function of pressure has been calculated previously ͑e.g., Ref. 53͒. At 67.8 GPa we determine a small number of configurations with near gap closure ͑Ͻ0.1 eV͒. This behavior was not seen in any of our simulations at lower pressure conditions. We have used Wannier functions to calculated a projected electron density of states 54 ͑DOS͒ for 20 of such configurations in order to determine which chemical species are contributing occupied states near the band gap. The vast majority of the near gap states are due to negatively charged OH and O, with OH having the most significant contribution ͑ap-proximately 60%͒. Interestingly, H 2 O species contribute a small percentage ͑approximately 8%͒ to the DOS near the Fermi energy due to H 2 O molecules with near linear geometries. In order to investigate electron finite temperature effects on the band gap at these conditions, we have calculated a 10 ps long simulation of 64 H 2 O at 2.45 g / cm 3 and 4000 K ͑close to the Hugoniot state at 11 km/s͒ with Fermi smearing of the electronic occupancies, 55 using identical simulation parameters ͑PBE exchange-correlation functional 35 and 900 eV planewave cutoff͒ to Ref. 53 . We observe that the band gap oscillates between approximately 0.2 and 1.5 eV, with an average value of approximately 1.1 eV. These results imply that the onset of thermal excitation of electrons occurs between 53.8 and 67.8 GPa.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our DFT-MD simulations of water under shock loading show agreement with experimental results for shock Hugoniot pressures, temperatures, and densities. Our results provide validation of DFT with the generalized gradient approximation for the high pressure-temperature equation of state of water. At 42.0 GPa, we determine a progression from molecular H 2 O to an ensemble of transient states of H + , O 2− , OH − , and H 2 O, all which have lifetimes less than 50 fs. Determination of the chemical reactions in our simulations indicates that a unimolecular dissociation mechanism for ionic transport dominates along the shock Hugoniot and near the planetary isentrope. Lastly, at 67.8 GPa we predict large concentrations of negatively charged O and OH that contribute occupied electronic states near the band gap of the system. These species provide a simple mechanism for the transient metallization of water at higher pressures and temperatures. 
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